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What is the Problem?
• Classes have their public interfaces, which traditionally have simply

specified what happens under normal circumstances.
• But it’s important to define how things work under exceptional

conditions, as well.
• Traditionally, C programmers have used a large set of inconsistent

approaches towards indicating success or failure:
FILE *fp = fopen("myfile.dat", "r");

if (fp == NULL)

fprintf(stderr, "Failed to open file\n");

or:
int ch = getchar();

if (ch == EOF)

exit(0);

etc…
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What is the Problem?
• But this approach has problems:

– It's difficult to find an appropriate return code value (EOF, NULL, -1, 0, …)
for a function (e.g. atoi())

– Can produce problems with types (e.g. getchar())
– A single return code needs to be augmented

(e.g. errno)
– Checking for exceptional conditions tends to obscure the algorithm for the

normal case, and is error-prone.
– Sometimes the code for error checking consumes more space than the normal

code.
– Most Important:  It's much too easy for programmers (even well-intentioned

ones) to 'forget' to check the return code.
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Exceptions: A Solution
• For these reasons, some languages, such as Ada, have a feature called

exception handling:
declare
  LOW_FLUID_LEVEL : exception
begin
  RUN_ENGINE; // a procedure call
exception
  when LOW_FLUID_LEVEL =>
    OPEN_VALVE;
    SOUND_ALARM;
  when NNUMERIC_ERROR =>
    CLOSE_VALVE;
    raise;
  when others =>
    LOG_UNKNOWN_ERROR;
end;

5

Exceptions: A Solution
• Note that exceptions are not necessarily errors – they are exceptional

conditions that are not handled in the normal in-line code.
• In Ada, exceptions are a built-in type:

– an exception must be declared before it may be used (some are predeclared,
built into the compiler)

– an exception may be raised (explicitly or implicitly)
– an exception may be handled by one or more exception handlers
– An exception has scope, like any other declaration

6

Nested Exception Handling
• Exceptions may be raised in inner scopes, and handled in outer scopes.
• Here, in nested blocks:

procedure MAIN is
begin
  ...
  declare
    LOCAL_ERROR : exception;
  begin
    ...
  exception
    when LOCAL_ERROR =>
      DO_SOMETHING;
  end;
  ...
exception
  when CONSTRAINT_ERROR =>
    DO_SOMETHING_ELSE;
  when NUMERIC_ERROR =>
    DO_SOMETHING_MORE;
end MAIN;

– LOCAL_ERROR is handled by the exception handler in the inner block, but built-in
exceptions CONSTRAINT_ERROR and NUMERIC_ERROR are handled in the outer block.
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Exceptions in Nested Functions
• Here, in nested functions:

procedure MAIN is
  ...
  type SMALL is digits 5 range 0.0..10.0;
  function INVERSE(I : float) return SMALL is
  begin
    return SMALL(1.0/I);
  exception
    when NUMERIC_ERROR =>
      return 10.0;
  end INVERSE;
  ...
begin
  ...
  Y := INVERSE(X);
  ...
exception
  when CONSTRAINT_ERROR =>
    DO_SOMETHING;
end MAIN;

– If we call INVERSE(0.0), the division by zero raises an exception NUMERIC_ERROR,
which is handled locally and converted to a return value of 10.0

– If we call INVERSE(0.0001), the resulting value is not within the range of a SMALL,
and when we attempt to return it, a CONSTRAINT_ERROR is raised, which is handled
outside the function.
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Exception Handling Choices
• With exceptions, you have the following choices:

– Handle the exception
– Don't handle it – in this case, the program will exit abnormally, when the

exception handling facility fails to find an exception handler for the
exception.

• When you decide to handle the exception, you have the following
choices:

– Abandon the program (last resort – not user-friendly!)
– Try the operation again (e.g. when interacting with a user)
– Use an alternative approach (e.g. have extra redundancy in the program to

handle such conditions)
– Repair the cause of the error and try again.

• Without exceptions, you can ignore a problem (intentionally, or
otherwise), but it's not a good idea.

• With exceptions, it's not so easy to just ignore the problem.  If you really
want to ignore an exception you have to do it explicitly.
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A C Exception Mechanism
• While C does not have exceptions built-in, it is possible to add a

reasonably efficient and portable (albeit somewhat crude) exception
mechanism using macros and the setjmp/longjmp C RTL functions.

• One such approach1 allows the following:
#include "exception.h"
  ...
exception OpenError;
  ...
TRY
  ...
  file = OpenFile("test.dat", "r");
  ...
EXCEPT(OpenError)
  fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open file 'test.dat'\n");
ENDTRY

1 Implementing Exceptions in C, Eric Roberts, Digital Systems Research Center Report #40, 1989
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A C Exception Mechanism
• This approach also included the option of a finally block:

#include "exception.h"
  ...
Acquire(Resource);
TRY
  /* code for accessing the resource */
FINALLY
  /* this is executed whether or not an exception occurs */
ENDTRY

11

A C Exception Mechanism
• The general form of a TRY-ENDTRY block is:

TRY
  statements
EXCEPT(exception-name-1)
  statements
EXCEPT(exception-name-2)
  statements
...
ENDTRY

• The TRY-FINALLY block is of the form:
TRY
  statements
FINALLY
  statements
ENDTRY

• An exception is raised by:
RAISE(exception-name, value);

where the value is an int to be communicated back to the handler, to
provide additional information about the exception.
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setjmp, longjmp and jmp_buf
• Function setjmp:

#include <setjmp.h>
int setjmp(jmp_buf env);

saves the current 'environment' in its jmp_buf argument, and returns 0.
• Function longjmp:

#include <setjmp.h>
void longjmp(jmp_buf env, int val);

restores the environment saved by setjmp, which causes a return from
the setjmp call with a value of val.
longjmp never itself returns!

• Type jmp_buf is a system-specific type that is of sufficient size to save
the 'environment' (such as machine registers, etc.) so that the machine
state may be saved, and later restored.  (It must be an array type, so that
a pointer to it is always passed to a function.)
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setjmp, longjmp and jmp_buf
// setjmpTest.c
#include <stdio.h>
#include <setjmp.h>
jmp_buf main_env;

int InputNumber(void)
{

int n, ret;
fflush(stdin); // ensure there's nothing left

// from the last scanf
ret = scanf("%d", &n);

// read an integer from stdin
if (ret <= 0)
{

// something went wrong during the read...
printf("Return value from scanf = %d", ret);
longjmp(main_env, 1);

}
return n;

}

int main()
{

int n;
if (setjmp(main_env) != 0)

printf("Invalid, try again...\n");
printf("Enter a valid number:");
n = InputNumber();
printf("You entered the number: %d\n", n);
return 0;

}

• For example:

• Note that longjmp does not clean up any resources that may have been
allocated since the setjmp.  That is the programmer's responsibility!
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C++ Exceptions
• In C++:

– Exceptions are built into the language, not added on via macros

– Raising an exception is known as throwing an exception

– There is no special exception declaration;  you can throw any type.
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C++ Exceptions
// RatEx.h

class Rational
{
public:

class ZeroDenominatorException
{}; // nested class

Rational(int n = 0, int d = 1)
: m_num(n), m_den(d)

{
if (d == 0)

throw ZeroDenominatorException();
Normalize();

}

private:
void Normalize();

int m_num, m_den;
};

// RatExTest.cpp
#include "RatEx.h"

int main()
{

Rational r(4, 0);
// Exception occurs!

return 0;
}

• For example:
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Catching Exceptions
• Handling an exception is known in C++ as catching an exception.
• The TRY in the C pseudo-exception handling becomes try in C++.

For example:
// RatExTest.cpp

#include <stdio.h>
#include "RatEx.h"

int main()
{

try
{

Rational r(4, 0);
}
catch (Rational::ZeroDenominatorException e)
{

fprintf(stderr, "Caught a ZeroDenominatorException");
return 1;

}

return 0;
}

• The catch construct is called an exception handler (or sometimes a
catch handler)
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Catching Exceptions
• A try block may contain several exception handlers, to catch more

than one kind of exception:
try
{

/* statements... */
}
catch(Rational::ZeroDenominatorException e)
{

/* statements... */
}
catch(Vector::OutOfRangeException e)
{

/* statements... */
}
catch(SomeOtherExceptionType e)
{

/* statements... */
}

18

Throwing Exceptions
• When an exception is thrown, the call stack is searched, from the
throw point up through its callers, for an exception handler that
handles the type of the exception being thrown.

• If a matching exception handler is found, the call stack is "unwound" to
the stack frame of the function that contains that handler, and
destructors for local objects on each intervening stack frame are
invoked along the way.

• If a function throws an exception for which there is no matching
exception handler on the call chain leading to the function throwing the
exception, the default action is to terminate the program.
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Throwing Exceptions
• Once a handler has caught an exception, that exception is considered

dealt with, and the presence of other handlers that might handle this
exception becomes irrelevant.
For example, the following exception handler will never be invoked,
because DoSomethingSafely will always catch the Vector::Range
exception:

int BeSure(Vector &v)
{

try { DoSomethingSafely(v) }
catch(Vector::Range)
{ /* ... */ }

}

20

Discrimination of Exceptions
• Once a handler has completed its work, the next statement following all

the catch handlers for the try block is executed:

cout << "Something ";
try
{
doSomething(v);
cout << "good ";

}
catch(Vector::Range)
{
cout << "strange ";

}
catch(Vector::Size)
{
cout << "weird "

}
cout << "happened" << endl;

21

Discrimination of Exceptions
• An exception is considered "handled" immediately upon entry into its

handler.  Thus, any exceptions thrown while executing a handler must
be dealt with by callers of the try block.
For example:

try
{
/* ... */

}
catch(InputOverFlow)
{
// ...
throw InputOverFlow();

}

does not cause an infinite loop.
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Discrimination of Exceptions
• Exception handlers may be nested:

try

{

// something...

}

catch(NumericOverflow)

{

try

{

// something complicated...

}

catch(BathOverflow)

{

// get wet...

}

}

but "such nesting is rarely useful in human-written code, and is more
often than not an indication of poor style"1.

1 Bjarne Stroustrup, The C++ Programming Language, 3rd Edition

23

Naming of Exceptions
• An exception is caught by specifying its type.
• However, what is thrown is not a type, but an object.  If we need to

convey information from the throw point to the handler, we can do so by
putting data into the object thrown:

class Vector
{
public:

class Range
{
public:

Range(int index) : m_index(index) {}
int getIndex() { return m_index; }

private:
int m_index;

};
// ...
int &operator[](int i)
{

if (i < 0 || i >= size)
throw Range(i);

return p[i];
}

};

24

Naming of Exceptions
• To examine this data, the handler must give a name to the exception

object:
try { doSomething(v); }
catch(Vector::Range r)
{

cerr << "Bad index " << r.getIndex() << endl;
}

• The construct after the catch:
catch(Vector::Range r)

is a declaration, similar to a formal argument declaration for a function.
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Grouping of Exceptions

• Exceptions often fall naturally into families or groups.
• For example, consider a Matherr exception that might be thrown

by a standard library of math functions.

26

Grouping of Exceptions
• One approach might be to define Matherr as a type whose values

indicate the specific exception being thrown:
enum Matherr {Overflow, Underflow, ZeroDivide};

try
{

// ...
}
catch(Matherr m)
{

switch (m)
{
case Overflow: /* ... */ break;
case Underflow: /* ... */ break;
case ZeroDivide: /* ... */ break;
}

}

but notice that this forces the handler to use a switch statement (or
equivalent) to determine the actual exception thrown.

27

Grouping of Exceptions
• This should be a familiar situation.  We have already encountered

situations where such switch statements occurred, and were
considered problematic.

What did we use to solve this problem before?
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Grouping of Exceptions
Inheritance and virtual functions!

• It is possible to use inheritance and virtual functions to avoid the need for such a
switch statement, and to improve the flexibility and maintainability of the code:

class Matherr {};
class Overflow: public Matherr {};
class Underflow: public Matherr {};
class ZeroDivide: public Matherr {};
// ...

try
{

// ...
}
catch(Overflow o)
{

// Handle Overflow or any subclass thereof...
}
catch(Matherr m)
{

// Handle any other Matherr...
}

29

Grouping of Exceptions
• Organizing exceptions into such hierarchies can be important for code

robustness.  To handle all exceptions from a class library, we would have to
laboriously list each possible exception:

try { /* ... */ }
catch(Overflow) { /* ... */ }
catch(Underflow) { /* ... */ }
catch(ZeroDivide) { /* ... */ }
// ...

which is tedious and error-prone.
• Also, when a class library is augmented to use additional exceptions, every piece

of code that uses the library must be modified to catch the new exceptions and
then must be recompiled.  Such changes are made with great difficulty and
reluctance.

• So, organizing exceptions into such hierarchies is a good approach, because it
provides a mechanism to allow for library enhancement without the need for
client code changes and recompilation.

30

Grouping Exceptions
• We can extend this to declare exceptions that are members of more than

one 'group':
class NetworkFileError: public NetworkError,

public FileSystemError
{ /* ... */ };

So, NetworkFileError exceptions can be caught by functions
concerned with network exceptions:

void NetFunction()
{

try { /* something */ }
catch(NetworkError)
{ /* ... */}

}

and by functions dealing with file system exceptions:
void FileSystemFunction()
{

try { /* something */ }
catch(FileSystemError)
{ /* ... */ }
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Grouping Exceptions
• This is important because services (such as networking) can be

transparent, such that the writer of FileSystemFunction might not
even be aware that the network might be involved.

• One could also make a policy of declaring a base class Exception,
and deriving all exceptions from it.1

1 There is indeed such a class (std::exception) in the C++ Standard Library.

32

Derived Exceptions

#include <iostream>
using namespace std;

class Matherr
{
public:

virtual void debugPrint()
{

cout << "In Matherr::debugPrint()" << endl;
}

};
class IntegerOverflow: public Matherr
{
public:

virtual void debugPrint()
{

cout << "In IntegerOverflow::debugPrint()"
<< endl;

}
};

int main()
{
try
{

// ...
throw IntegerOverflow();
// ...

}
catch(Matherr m)
{

m.debugPrint(); // prints what?
}
return 0;

}

• When using derived exceptions, the semantics for a handler catching and
naming an exception are identical to that of a function accepting an argument.

– That is, the formal argument is initialized with the argument value.
– If the exception type specified in the handler is a base type, then the actual thrown

exception is "cut down" to the exception caught:

33

Derived Exceptions

#include <iostream>
using namespace std;

class Matherr
{
public:
virtual void debugPrint()
{

cout << "In Matherr::debugPrint()"
<< endl;

}
};
class IntegerOverflow: public Matherr
{
public:
virtual void debugPrint()
{

cout << "In IntegerOverflow::debugPrint()"
<< endl;

}
};

int main()
{
try
{
// ...
throw IntegerOverflow();
// ...

}
catch(Matherr &m)

// Change to reference
{
m.debugPrint();

}
return 0;

}

• However, pointers or references can be used to avoid losing information:
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Derived Exceptions
• It is not uncommon for a handler to decide that it can do nothing about an

exception.  In this case, the same exception can be thrown again, hoping
some outer handler will be able to do better:

void doSomething()
{

try { /* something */ }
catch(Matherr)
{

if (!canHandle)
throw;  // re-throw caught exception

}
}

• Using throw without an argument is only allowed within a handler.
• The exception re-thrown is the original exception thrown, and not a "cut

down" version.

35

Derived Exceptions
• There is a way to specify the handling of any exception:

void doSomeOtherThing()
{

try { /* ... */ }
catch(...) // catch any exception
{

// Cleanup, or whatever
throw;

}
}

36

Derived Exceptions
• The order in which handlers are written is important.  In general,

handlers should be specified in order most specific to most general:

try { /* ... */ }
catch(InputBufferOverflow)
{ /* Handle input buffer overflow */ }
catch(IOError)
{ /* Handle any I/O error */ }
catch(StdLibError)
{ /* Handle any library exception */ }
catch(...)
{ /* Handle any other exception */ }
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Derived Exceptions
• The type in a handler matches:

– if it directly refers to the exception thrown, or:
– if it is of an accessible base class of that exception, or:
– if the exception thrown is a pointer and the exception caught is a pointer to

an accessible base class of that exception.

38

Derived Exceptions
• The compiler knows the class hierarchy, so it can issue warnings or

errors for:
try { /* ... */ }
catch(Matherr) // masks IntegerOverflow
{ /* handle any Matherr */ }
catch(...) // masks all other exceptions
{ /* handle any exception */ }
catch(IntegerOverflow)
{

/* handle IntegerOverflow exception */
/* ****Never gets called**** */

}

39

Resource Acquisition
• When a program acquires a resource (e.g. opens a file, allocates some

memory, sets a lock, etc.), it is often very important for the future
operation of the program that the resource is properly released.

• For example, in normal C, this is typically handled like:
void useFile(const char *filename)
{

FILE *fp = fopen(filename, "w");
// use fp
fclose(fp);

}

but this is not safe when something goes wrong.
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Resource Acquisition
• A better approach might be:

void useFile(const char *filename)
{

FILE *fp = fopen(filename, "w");
try
{

// use fp
}
catch(...)
{

fclose(f); // close on exception
throw;

}
fclose(fp); // close normally

}

• This is better, but it is verbose, tedious, potentially expensive, and error-
prone.

41

Resource Acquisition
• The general form of such a program looks like:

void acquire()
{

// acquire resource 1
// ...
// acquire resource n
// use resources
// release resource n
// ...
// release resource 1

}

Note the typical release in reverse order of acquisition.

42

Resource Acquisition
• This resembles the behavior of objects created by constructors and destroyed

by destructors.
• So we could design a class to solve the problem:

#include <stdio.h>

class FilePtr
{
public:

FilePtr(const char *name, const char *access)
{ fp = fopen(name, access);}
FilePtr(FILE *f) : fp(f) {}
~FilePtr() { fclose(fp); }
operator FILE *() { return fp; }

private:
FILE *fp;

};

void useFile(const char *filename)
{

FilePtr file(filename, "r");
// use file...
// Destructor for file will be called
// whether an exception is thrown or not.

}
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Constructors and Destructors
• This technique is called:

"Resource acquisition is initialization."

• An object is not considered (fully) constructed until its constructor has
completed.  Then, and only then, will stack unwinding (as a result of
throwing an exception) call the destructor for the object.

44

Constructors and Destructors
• Consider a class whose constructor needs to acquire two resources, a file

x and a lock y:
class Resources
{
public:

Resources(const char *x, const char *y)
: file(x), // acquire 'x'

lock(y) // acquire 'y'
{}
// ...

private:
FilePtr file;
LockPtr lock;

};

• If an exception occurs after file has been constructed, but before lock
has been constructed, then the destructor for file will be invoked, but the
destructor for lock will not.

• When this simple model is adhered to, the author of the constructor need
not write explicit exception handling code.

45

Constructors and Destructors
• The most common resource is free store.  For example:

class X
{
public:

X(int size) { p = new int[size]; init(); }
~X() { delete [] p; }
// ...

private:
void init();
int *p;

};

• But the above code leads to memory leaks when used with exceptions
– if init() throws an exception, then the memory acquired will not
be freed, because the object wasn't completely constructed.
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Constructors and Destructors
• A safe version is:

class IntPtr
{
public:

IntPtr(size_t size) : p(new int[size]) {}
~IntPtr() { delete [] p; }
operator int*() { return p; }

private:
int *p;

};

class Z
{
public:

Z(int size) : p(size) { init(); }
~Z() { delete [] p; }
// ...

private:
void init();
IntPtr p;

};

47

Resource Exhaustion
• What do we do when an attempt to acquire a resource fails?  Two

choices:
– Termination:  Abandon the computation and return to some caller.

Termination is in most cases far simpler, and allows a system to maintain a
better separation of levels of abstraction.  (Note that termination means only
termination of the computation, not necessarily the program.)

– Resumption:  Ask the caller to fix the problem and continue.
• In C++:

– Resumption is supported by the function-call mechanism.
– Termination is supported by the exception-handling mechanism.

48

Resource Exhaustion

// new.h
#include <stdexcept>

class bad_alloc : public exception
{

//...
};

typedef void (*new_handler)();

// ...

// new.cpp
#include <stdlib.h>  // for malloc and size_t
#include <new>

// ...

new_handler _new_handler = 0;

void *operator new(size_t size)
{

for (;;)
{

// try to find memory
if (void *p = malloc(size))
{  // succeeded

return p;
}
if (_new_handler == 0)
{ // no handler; give up

throw bad_alloc();
}

new_handler();
}

}

// ...

• Both resumption and termination can be shown from the implementation of
the new operator:
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Resource Exhaustion
• If operator new() cannot find memory, it calls _new_handler().

– If _new_handler() can supply enough memory for malloc, it can return.
– If it can't, the handler can't simply return without causing an infinite loop.

• The new-handler might throw an exception:
void my_new_handler()
{

try_to_find_some_memory();
if (found_some)

return;
throw bad_alloc();

}

• To set up a new-handler1:
set_new_handler( &my_new_handler );

1 For some reason, Microsoft Visual C++ V6.0 uses:
           _set_new_handler( &my_new_handler )
(with a leading underscore) instead.
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Resource Exhaustion
#include <new.h>

void my_new_handler()
{

try_to_find_some_memory();
if (found_some)

return;
throw bad_alloc();

}

int main()
{

new_handler old_handler =
set_new_handler( &my_new_handler );

// Get address of current new handler
try
{

// ... operations that use new ...
}
catch (bad_alloc)
{

// do something in response to failure...
}
catch (...)
{

set_new_handler( old_handler );
// restore handler

throw; // rethrow the exception
}

set_new_handler( old_handler );
// restore handler

// ...
}

• If you want to catch the exception thrown:

51

Exception Specifications
• Whether a function throws an exception or not should really be part of

its interface.
• So, a function declaration may specify a set of exceptions that might be

thrown by this function:
void myFunction(int myParam)

throw (exc1, exc2, exc3);

• This specifies that myFunction may throw exceptions exc1, exc2, and
exc3 (and exceptions derived from these), but not others.

• When a function specifies something about its exceptions, it is
effectively making a guarantee to its caller.   If during execution,
something happens to violate that guarantee, then the attempt will be
transformed into a call to unexpected().

• By default, unexpected() calls terminate() which, by default, calls
abort().
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Exception Specifications

void myFunction() throw (exc1, exc2)
{

// code...
}

void myFunction()
{

try
{

// code...
}
catch(exc1)
{

throw; // rethrow
}
catch(exc2)
{

throw; // rethrow
}
catch(...)
{

unexpected();
}

}

• In effect: is equivalent to:

53

Exception Specifications
• A function declared with no exception specification is assumed to

potentially throw any exception:
int myFunction(); // can throw any exception

This is consistent with C usage.

• A function may be declared as throwing no exceptions:
int myOtherFunction() throw (); // throws no exceptions

54

Exception Specifications

class SomethingBadHappened {};

static void doSomething()
throw (SomethingBadHappened)

{
// Does not throw the specified exception

}

static void doSomethingElse() throw();

static void doSomethingElse()
// doesn't match declaration

{
// Throws an exception not specified
throw SomethingBadHappened();

}

int main()
{

doSomething();
doSomethingElse();
return 0;

}

• Some compile-time checking is done with exception specifications:

produces the following in Microsoft Visual C++ v6.0:
: warning C4290: C++ Exception Specification ignored
: error C2375: 'doSomethingElse' : redefinition; different linkage
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Unexpected Exceptions
• Careless use of exception specifications can lead to calls to
unexpected().

• Such calls can be avoided through careful organization of exceptions
and specifications.

• For example, a well-defined subsystem, say DBAccess, will often have
all its exceptions be derived from a class DBAccessException:

class DBAccessException { /* ... */ };
class DBConstraintViolation : public DBAccessException
{ /* ... */ };

which can be specified in a function:
void getDBData() throw (DBAccessException);

56

57

Unexpected Exceptions

#include <iostream>
#include <stdexcept>

using namespace std;

class SomethingBadHappened {};
class SomethingAwfulHappened {};

void attemptingRelaunch()
throw (SomethingBadHappened,

std::bad_exception)
{

// ...
throw SomethingAwfulHappened();

// should be converted to bad_exception
}

int main()
{

// ...
try
{

attemptingRelaunch();
}
catch (SomethingBadHappened)
{

cerr << "Something bad happened..." << endl;
}
catch (SomethingAwfulHappened)
{

cerr << "Something awful happened..." << endl;
}
catch (std::bad_exception)
{

cerr << "std::bad_exception..." << endl;
}
catch (...)
{

cerr << "In catch(...)" << endl;
}
return 0;

}

• Alternatively, calls to unexpected() can be intercepted.
– One way of doing this is to use std::bad_exception:

Note: This does not appear to work in Visual C++
v6.0; this program actually throws
SomethingAwfulHappened in that
environment.
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Unexpected Exceptions
• Alternatively, you can use set_unexpected to change the "unexpected"

function called:
#include <iostream>

using namespace std;

class SomethingBadHappened {};
class SomethingAwfulHappened {};

void attemptRelaunch()
throw (SomethingBadHappened)

{
// ...
throw SomethingAwfulHappened();

// should cause unexpected() to be called
}

cont...

59

Unexpected Exceptions
typedef void (*PFV)();

// pointer to function returning void
PFV set_unexpected(PFV);

class StoreAndRestore
{ // Use "resource acquisition is initialization"
public:

StoreAndRestore(PFV f)
{ old = set_unexpected(f); }
~StoreAndRestore()
{ set_unexpected(old); }

private:
PFV old;

};

class UnexpectedException {};

void throwUnexpected() throw(UnexpectedException)
{

cerr << "Throwing UnexpectedException..." << endl;
throw UnexpectedException();

}

int main()
{

StoreAndRestore sr( &throwUnexpected );
try
{

attemptRelaunch();
}
catch (SomethingBadHappened)
{

cerr << "Something bad happened..." << endl;
}
catch (SomethingAwfulHappened)
{

cerr << "Something awful happened..." << endl;
}
catch (...)
{

cerr << "In catch(...)" << endl;
}
return 0;

}

...cont

Note: Unfortunately, Visual C++ v6.0 again doesn't do what's expected.
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Uncaught Exceptions
• If an exception is thrown, but not caught by an exception handler, the

function terminate() will be called.
• terminate() will also be called:

– if the exception handling mechanism finds the stack is corrupted
– when a destructor called during stack unwinding caused by an exception

tries to exit using an exception.
• terminate() exists because sometimes it is necessary to abandon

exception handling for "less subtle error handling techniques".
• terminate() is intended to be a drastic measure, applied when the

error recovery strategy implemented using exception handling has
failed.
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Uncaught Exceptions

#include <iostream>

using namespace std;

typedef void (*PFV)();
// pointer to function returning void

extern PFV set_terminate(PFV);

void MyTerminateFunction()
{

cerr << "In MyTerminateFunction..." << endl;

// Do something before aborting...

abort();
}

class MyException {};

int main()
{

set_terminate( MyTerminateFunction );

// ...

throw MyException();

// ...

return 0;
}

• By default, unexpected() calls terminate()
• By default, terminate() calls abort()
• A call to terminate() is assumed not to return to its caller.
• You can redefine what it means to terminate by using the set_terminate() function:

Note: As before, this doesn't appear to work for Visual C++ v6.0
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Standard Exceptions
• Standard C++ provides a set of standard exceptions:

Standard Exceptions (thrown by the language) 
Name Thrown by Header 

bad_alloc new <new> 
bad_cast dynamic_cast <typeinfo> 
bad_typeid typeid <typeinfo> 
bad_exception Exception specification <exception>  

 

Standard Exceptions (thrown by the standard library) 
Name Thrown by Header 

out_of_range at() 
bitset<>::operator[]() 

<stdexcept> 
<stdexcept> 

invalid_argument Bitset constructor <stdexcept> 
overflow_error bitset<>::to_ulong() <stdexcept> 
ios_base::failure Ios_base::clear() <ios>  
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Standard Exceptions
• The Standard Library exceptions are specified in standard header
<stdexcept>.

• They are part of a hierarchy rooted in class exception:
class exception
{
public:

exception() throw();
exception(const exception&) throw();
exception &operator=(const exception&) throw();
virtual ~exception() throw();

virtual const char* what() const throw();
private:

// ...
};
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Standard Exceptions
• The Standard Exception hierarchy looks like:

exception
bad_alloc
bad_cast
bad_exception
bad_typeid
ios_base::failure
logic_error

length_error
domain_error
out_of_range
invalid_argument

runtime_error
range_error
overflow_error
underflow_error
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Standard Exceptions
• The hierarchy attempts to provide a framework for exceptions beyond

those provided in the standard library.
• Logic errors are errors that (in principle) could be caught, either before

the program starts executing, or by tests of arguments to functions and
constructors.

• Runtime errors are all other errors.
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Standard Exceptions

#include <iostream>
#include <stdexcept>

using namespace std;

void useStandardLibrary()
{

// ...
throw std::bad_exception();

}

int main()
{

try
{

useStandardLibrary();
}
catch (exception &e)
{

cerr << "Standard Library exception "
<< e.what() << endl;

}
catch (...)
{

cerr << "Other exception encountered..."
<< endl;

}

return 0;
}

• The standard library exception classes do not add member functions
beyond those provided by exception, but they do define the necessary
virtual functions specified in exception.

• Thus, you could write code such as:

Standard Library exception bad_exception
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Summary

• Well, that's all for exceptions, at least for the moment...


